RECENT CHANGES TO THE OKLAHOMA PRESCRIPTION MONITORING
PROGRAM, AND WHAT THEY MEAN TO OKLAHOMA DENTISTS
by M. Edmund Braly, DDS

The most recent legislative session brought about several changes to the laws which govern the
practice of dentistry in Oklahoma. Most ODA members are aware of the changes to the Dental
Practice Act, as there was considerable and valuable grassroots input into that process over the
last two years. However, another law was also passed which will have a huge impact on dental
practices beginning November 1, 2015. During the last session, a bill modifying the Oklahoma
Anti-Drug Diversion Act and its Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP) was passed after
considerable debate involving all interested parties including, but not limited to, the ODA, the
Governor’s Office, the Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (OBNDD), law
enforcement departments, mental health advocates, the various professional boards listed below
(a. through i.) and many other parties.
Most dentists are aware of the previously voluntary Prescription Reporting Program (PRP)
program and the associated website. The website is a repository of information about all
prescriptions filled in Oklahoma, and required information about filled prescriptions to be
forwarded to the OBNDDC in a computer format within five minutes of delivering the
prescription to a patient or, for mail order pharmacies, within 24 hours of mailing the
prescription to the patient. Access to the data in the OBNDD website had been limited mostly to
prescribing providers, and accessing the information in the OBNDD website was voluntary. The
Passage of the national Affordable Care Act had far-reaching consequences, including this most
recent change to the Oklahoma law concerning PRP rules. This article will summarize the details
of these changes. It is incumbent upon any dentist who prescribes controlled substances to take
care to follow the new rules, as failure to follow them could result in the loss of a license to
practice.
First, the new law modifies the previously voluntary program in eight ways:
1-   It expands access to repository information to more people, specifically, national, state,
county, and municipal law enforcement (“peace officers” and investigative agents of
OSBNDDC), multi-county grand juries, additional office staff of prescribers, the
Oklahoma Health Department, representatives of the Prescription Monitoring Programs
in other States, and the following Oklahoma Boards:
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a. Board of Podiatric Medical Examiners
b. Board of Dentistry
c. State Board of Pharmacy
d. State Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision
e. State Board of Osteopathic Examiners
f. State Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners
g. Oklahoma Health Care Authority
h. Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
i. Board of Examiners in Optometry
j. Board of Nursing
k. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
l. State Board of Health
2-   It permits prescribers’ access to certain information in the website for certain purposes,
namely, to be aware of the patient’s prescription history for dangerous drugs.
3-   It requires registrants (prescribers) or staff to access and review website data prior to
prescribing certain drugs.
4-   It requires prescribers to note in the patient’s record that the website data had been
accessed prior to writing certain prescriptions.
5-   It provides exceptions to these rules, specifically for those prescriptions written for
Hospice and Nursing Home patients.
6-   It directs enforcement of this law to certain state agencies.
7-   It requires the Director of the OBNDDC to provide a monthly list of agencies listed
above (in a. through j.) of “the top twenty prescribers of controlled dangerous substances
within their respective areas of jurisdiction.”
8-   It provides an effective date, specifically, Nov. 1, 2015, and to be enforced until at least
Oct. 31, 2020, i.e., for the next five years.
How will this new law affect our dental practices? Let’s review the above eight provisions:
First, the data “repository” is a website that contains information on all prescriptions written for
controlled dangerous substances in Oklahoma. It is designed to reduce prescription fraud,
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prescription drug abuse, and “doctor shopping.” All dentists will be required to check the
website data on a patient prior to writing any prescription for Opioids (including the synthetics),
Benzodiazepines, and/or Soma. The dentist must check the website prior to writing for the
specified medications on every new patient and on every patient of record, for whom the website
has not been checked within the last 180 days.
Of note is the list of reasons a dentist could lose the ability to access the website and the license
to practice. They include but are not limited to:
1-   having falsified an application to OBNDD;
2-   having been found guilty, pled guilty, or pled nolo contendere to a misdemeanor relating
to any substance defined in this law as a controlled dangerous substance or to any felony
under the laws of any state or the United States;
3-   having one’s federal registration retired, suspended or revoked;
4-   having failed to maintain effective controls against the diversion of controlled dangerous
substances to unauthorized persons or entities;
5-   having prescribed or administered a controlled dangerous substance from schedules
other than those specified in the dentist’s state or federal registration;
6-   having a restriction, suspension, revocation, limitation, condition, or probation placed on
the dentist’s professional license or certificate or practice as a result of a proceeding
pursuant to the general statutes;
7-   having abused, within the past five years, or excessively used drugs or controlled
dangerous substances;
8-   having prescribed, sold, administered, or ordered any controlled substance for an
immediate family member, himself or herself (shall not apply to a medical emergency
when no other doctor is available to respond to the emergency);
9-   having possessed, used, prescribed, dispensed or administered drugs or controlled
dangerous substances for other than legitimate medical purposes or for purposes outside
the normal course of his or her professional practice;
10-  having been “under the influence of alcohol or another intoxicating substance…to such
degree…as to be impaired during the performance of his or her job”; and/or
11-  having violated any federal law relating to any controlled substances.
Dentists have long been well aware of most of the requirements above, but should pay careful
attention to #8-, prescribing for family members.
It is probably not lost on the reader that each month, the Board of Dentistry will receive a list of
the “top 20” dental prescribers of dangerous and controlled substances. Should the OBNDDC
determine that a dentist is prescribing outside the limitations of his or her license, the Dental
Board will be notified in writing. This notification shall serve as a complaint to initiate an
investigation by the Board of Dentistry, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction to take action
against a dentist for this violation.
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There is a silver lining: A dentist “shall not be liable to any person for any claim of damages as a
result of accessing or failing to access the information in the central repository and no lawsuit
may be predicated thereon.” Transgressions will be dealt with by the Board of Dentistry, but not
by a civil suit. As per the original law, no provider or staff members may access information
about a person not under their care, and they may not make information about their patients
known to others. The new law does require that the dentist “note in the patient record” that the
PMP website was accessed prior to writing the affected prescriptions. It also allows the dentist
to let the patient know that the information is known to the dentist, but it does not require this.
Also, the dentist may include the information printed from the website in the patient’s record, but
is not required to. The law makes no recommendations about what the dentist should do with the
information gleaned from the website. It only requires that the dentist note in the record that the
information has been seen. The website, of course, records each query, and who accessed the
website.
The law also allows that information will be pulled from the website any time there is a fatal
and/or nonfatal overdose of prescription drugs. This information will be reported to the
OBNDDC by the medical examiner. The OBNDDC will keep statistical data, pertaining to the
classification of medical practitioners who prescribed or authorized the controlled dangerous
substances.
One final note: “The OBNDDC shall provide adequate means and procedures allowing access to
central repository information for registrants lacking direct computer access.” That process is not
currently known to this author. For those dentists who do not have internet access in their offices,
it is important that they contact the OBNDDC and learn this process. One suspects the noninternet process will involve a fax machine.
THE BOTTOM LINE:
•   A dentist who is not already familiar with the PMP website should become so as soon as
possible.
•   The dentist may register to access data, and/or may assign certain administrative or
clinical staff to also be registered to access the website (each employee will have their
own registration number).
•   The law goes into effect November 1, 2015.
•   The medications involved are Opioids (including synthetics), Benzodiazepines, and Soma
(a central acting muscle relaxant that affects barbiturate receptor sites).
•   No patient should receive a prescription for one of the medications stipulated in the law,
unless the prescribing dentist has reviewed the patient's summary on the PMP website
within the last 180 days.
•   The Board of Dentistry has jurisdiction for violations of this law.
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RESOURCES
OBNDDC HelpDesk:
pmphelpdesk@obn.state.ok.us (1-877-627-2674)
www.ok.gov/obndd
Left column: select Prescription Monitoring Program;
then next page, “to access PMP system” : select PMP Login
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